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An Exclusive Team Building Experience
at Las Vegas Motor Speedway

ONE OF A KIND FERRARI
Inspire your guests with something unique: a memorable day at our exclusive location
at the Las Vegas Motor Speedway with the chance to drive a real Ferrari Race Car.
A perfect match for leading-edge businesses.

LAS VEGAS
Dream Racing is located at the Las Vegas Motor Speedway, 12 miles
away from the world famous Las Vegas Strip. Las Vegas offers an
unmatched choice of hotels, restaurants, shows and attractions and is
served by more than 1,400 flights daily.

SOMETHING
THEY WILL NEVER FORGET
Allow us to host a tailor-made driving experience for your guests.
What we offer can't be found anywhere else in the world.

Our brand is synonymous with

PERFORMANCE, EXCLUSIVITY,
INNOVATION and SUCCESS.

THE EXPERIENCE
After a briefing on correct driving techniques in our theater inside the Media Center, a state-of-the-art multimillion dollar building, the guests, assisted by their personal instructors, will become familiarized with the
road course in our 3D simulators built to the exact specs of the Ferrari race car.
Guests will then be escorted by our hostesses to the Dream Racing Lounge located next to the track. This
5-star rest area is climate controlled, offers viewing points of the track and pit lane action, and features an
espresso bar with snacks and beverages.
Our luxurious lounge will be the heart of your group event, providing a relaxing environment for all.

UP CLOSE AND PERSONAL
From the start of your experience to the closing ceremony, our sales and operations team, VIP hostesses and
professional instructors will ensure that each and every aspect of your event will exceed your expectations,
allowing you to focus on the team building and corporate goals at hand.

A TEAM OF PROFESSIONALS
to ensure the success of your corporate event.

NIGHT EVENTS AVAILABLE
Dream Racing can organize corporate events from 8am to 12am.

DREAM RACING GARAGE

“The experience itself was unbelievable, but what I loved the most
is the atmosphere you could feel amongst our guests. Thank you
Dream Racing for this unforgettable event!“

A SAMPLE SCHEDULE OF A 40 GUEST CORPORATE EVENT
9:00 am - Welcome and Registration
Upon arriving at Dream Racing, our hostesses will assist guests through a quick registration process.

9:30 am - Training Video Session
The experience starts in our theater with a 15-minute instructional video that prepares drivers for their fast
laps around the track. The video includes how to properly handle the race cars, safety procedures, and an
overview of techniques to best conquer the track.

10:00 am - Simulator Session
Next, drivers will step into 3D simulators, training on an exact laser-scanned replica of the track in 3D provides
the closest experience to actually driving on the raceway.

10:20 am - Suit Up
Once familiar with the layout of the track and the controls of the car, you will enter into our changing
rooms to get suited up in professional racing suits and helmets that feature an intercom for optimal in-car
communication with the instructor.

10:30 - 12:00 - Driving Experience
The success of a group event, like for most things, is in the
details. The experience itself is breathtaking, and the perfect
scheduling will turn your event into an unimagined success.

The anticipation and excitement will peak as you get behind the wheel of our race cars, strap in and feel the
roar of the engine! You are in control. You are a race car driver. Now hit the track and make memories.

12:00 - 12:30 - Closing Ceremony
After the adrenaline subside guests will be able to unwind in our Lounge during the closing ceremony. An
engaging slide show of the highlights of the day while tasting a glass of champaign and eating some snacks
will be the perfect end of the whole experience.

CORPORATE EVENTS MADE EASY
Entertain, educate, and inspire your staff all in one unforgettable location. Dream Racing offers modern,
state-of-the-art facilities for conferences, meetings, company outings and more.
• Customized event design

• Banners and flags in the pit lane*

• Co-branded merchandise

• Dining area & conference rooms

• On-board video for participants*

• Complete catering services

• Decals on the cars

• Fully equipped spa

* Most requested

On-board Video

ACCESSIBLE TO EVERYONE
The technology of our cars, with ABS, traction control and a no-clutch paddle shift, make them
accessible to everyone. Our guests will push themselves and their racing machines to the limit,
within a comfortable means, as a professional instructor will always be there to assist each guest.
Catering Service

10 to 500
We can host a small VIP group of 10 people or a large event of up to 500 guests.

Ferrari, Lamborghini, McLaren, Porsche
and many more.
Dream Racing has one of the largest fleets of exotic supercars in the world.
Enquire with our sales team to find out what would better suit your needs.

$200

to $2,000 per person

We know the market well and that’s why we can confidently say we have the best prices in the U.S.
Give us the opportunity to show you how cost effective it is to host your event with us.

TEAM BUILDING
From individual time trials in our simulators, to group contests in our
autocross course at the wheel of a FIAT 500, Dream Racing will provide
you what you need. Just tell us what you are looking for and we'll make
it happen.

VIEWING DECK OVERLOOKING THE TRACK

FIVE STAR
We understand the value of properly hosting your guests. Our Lounge
will be the heart of the event and the ideal location for your closing
ceremony. See the highlights of your activities while celebrating with a
glass of champagne.

GIFT SHOP

THE CHOICE IS YOURS
With a wide variety of brandable merchandise, you can enrich your event
with a give-away your guest will love: from classic hats and t-shirts up to
custom racing gloves to the handmade model of the racing Ferrari they
drive.

WHY IS DREAM RACING
THE WINNING CHOICE
FOR YOUR COMPANY
• We offer a unique driving experience that can’t be
found anywhere else.
• We have unmatched corporate spaces for you to host
your product presentations.
• Our biggest commitment is to safety.
• We provide full assistance from our experienced team
to build your custom made corporate event, everything
from transportation to catering services.
• We’ve built Dream Racing with corporate events in
mind, making it easier and more cost effective for our
clients.
• We pride ourselves on exceptional customer service.
• We offer maximum flexibility for group sizes and
timing, with night events available.
• We can host a small exclusive group starting from 10
VIP guests to a “party style event”with up to 500 people
a day.

Thank you to our corporate clients and partners that trusted us in our first 2 years and hosted
their corporate events with us.

A note from the founders:
We have accumulated more than 40 years
of experience in this industry and have been
fortunate enough to work with some of the largest
corporations; organizing all types and sizes of
events for them.
Everybody loves Ferrari and the opportunity
to drive a real racing one on a beautiful track is
something special and unique.
It allows us to offer what companies request
for their guests with the plus of being connected
with a high end exclusive Italian brand. It’s simply
an experience impossible to forget.
But after many years we believe that the true
value of our events is that special atmosphere we
generate among your guests. This is where we
apply our largest efforts, treating every single one
of them as if they would be our own personal guest.
We truly appreciate you considering Dream
Racing for your next event.
Enrico Bertaggia & Adriano De Micheli
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